The OCLC Cataloguing Community Meeting
— for libraries in Europe, Middle East, and Africa

A 90-minute session oriented for cataloguing practitioners and decision-makers in libraries in the Europe, Middle East, and Africa regions. No restrictions to participate from other regions, as this meeting offers insight and practical updates on prevalent topics for everyone in every community.

The meeting kicks-off with a session by Dr. Pardaad Chamsaz, Metadata Lead for Equity and Inclusion at the British Library, talking about the Library’s inclusive cataloguing efforts as part of its multi-year Race Equality Action Plan. Jay Holloway, Director for End User Services at OCLC, will then summarize the work completed to address rapid harm reduction through locally-defined subjects in WorldCat Discovery.

There will be a cataloguing update, also a look at work relating to metadata quality, including how machine learning models are revolutionizing de-duplication efforts in WorldCat. There will also be an update on FAST (Faceted Application of Subject Terminology).
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